
Mobility must be a
reality for all

ESN International and ESNHungary call for continuous access

to Erasmus+ for Hungarian students

The Erasmus Student Network urges action from the EU Institutions in the ongoing
negotiations concerning Hungary's access to EU funds and their potential impact on
the availability of Erasmus+ opportunities for Hungarian students.

We express deep concern over the decisionsmade by the European Commission
regarding Hungarian universities' access to Erasmus+ funds and the current freeze of
cohesion funds, which threatens thousands of students in the country to participate in
the Erasmus+ programme. ESN emphasises the significance of separating the
concerns about the rule of law from the participation in learningmobility
opportunities within the broader context of EU-HU political negotiations.

Erasmus+ plays a crucial role in the journey of Hungarian students, enriching themwith
unparalleled experiences and contributing to their personal, professional and
educational development. According to the Preliminary Results of XV ESNsurvey, the
primary driving force behind participating inmobility is engagingwith people from
different backgrounds, gaining knowledge of another culture, and
learning/improving a foreign language. Furthermore, the results demonstrate
significant improvement in students' language skills, cultural awareness, and social and
communication skills, both during and after mobility. According to the 2022Hungarian
census, the number of English Hungarian speakers has increased by 1million compared
to the 2011 census, showing that fostering European opportunities, such as Erasmus+,
plays a decisive role in the development of young Hungarians. On top of that,
engagement in mobility programmes acts as a catalyst for strengthening European
identity, as half of the respondents strongly identify as European citizens following
their mobility.
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32022D2506
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32022D2506
https://esn.org/news/launch-preliminary-results-xv-esnsurvey
https://dailynewshungary.com/the-2022-census-results-are-out-here-are-the-most-important-details/
https://dailynewshungary.com/the-2022-census-results-are-out-here-are-the-most-important-details/


The ongoing access of Hungary to the Erasmus+ programme is crucial for themutual
benefit of both Hungary and the EU. The Programme contributes significantly to the
increase in the number of students, staff, and cooperation projects, enhancing the
overall quality of these initiatives.According to Erasmus+ factsheets, from 2017 to
2021, more than 61,000 international students participated in the Erasmus+
programme in Hungary. During the same period, over 52,000Hungarian students were
involved in Erasmus+ exchanges outside their home country, and in 2021 alone, 8,752
students had the chance to embark on amobility journey.

Wewelcome the petition launched by the National Youth Council in Hungary (NIT),
which requests that “students fromHungarian universities should not be the victims of
the dispute between the EU andHungarian government” and stands in alignment with
Commissioner Iliana Ivanova’s statement on the importance of finding a resolution
betweenHungary and the European Commission “to ensure that students do not
suffer as a result of political conflicts.”On the 20th of September, 2023, the results of
the signature collection by NITwere presented to the European Union’s Committee on
Petitions. The petition received unanimous approval by all political groups present at
the hearing. The Committee's positive response and appeal for more action reinforced
the critical importance of EU programmes and the necessity of finding common ground
before Hungarian Higher Education Institutions lose the ability to fundmobility
through Erasmus+ opportunities.

Inclusivity and equal opportunities constitute a cornerstone of the Erasmus+
programme. Hence, no one should be left behind.Weurge both parties to create a
pathway for continuous funding of Erasmus+ opportunities in Hungary. As per the
proposed amendment byMEPAndrea Bocskor into the Implementation of the
Erasmus+ programme 2021-2027, education should not come within the scope of
measures for the protection of the EU budget. The primary focus should be on prioritising
the societal objectives of Erasmus+ over political considerations, as both Hungary and
the EU stand to gain from the participation of Hungarian students in the programme.

As a bridge to achieve this and to reinforce the commitment to studentmobility, we
call for a reinforced commitment to the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education
principles. ECHE provides essential guidelines for higher education institutions
participating in the Erasmus+ programme, and it is imperative that these principles are
not only acknowledged but rigorously adhered to. To ensure that the spirit of the
programme is kept, we urge increasedmonitoring by the Hungarian National Agency,
without the interference of any other governmental actors. This increasing oversight
is crucial to guarantee that the principles enshrined in the Erasmus Charter are actively
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https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/hu/resources-and-tools/factsheets-statistics-evaluations/programme-and-country-factsheets/country-factsheets-2021/erasmus-in-hungary-in-2021
https://www.openpetition.eu/hu/petition/online/erasmus-lets-stand-together-for-young-peoples-mobility-opportunities-in-hungary
https://hungarytoday.hu/eu-commissioner-urges-solution-to-erasmus-dispute/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/petitions-content/docs/petitions/petition-0475-2023-en.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/petitions-content/docs/petitions/petition-0475-2023-en.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/CULT-AM-753794_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/CULT-AM-753794_EN.pdf
https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/resources-and-tools/erasmus-charter-for-higher-education#:~:text=The%20Erasmus%20Charter%20for%20Higher,may%20carry%20out%20within%20Erasmus%2B.


and effectively practised, ensuring that Erasmus+ funds contribute optimally to the
advancement of higher education in Hungary.

As themain organisation supportingmobile students, ESNwill continue advocating
for finding a favourable resolution. Strong reactions from civil society actors, both
within Hungary and throughout the EU, serve as an unequivocal reminder of the high
stakes involved and the paramount significance of these programmes in the facilitation
of higher education’s internationalisation and cross-cultural understanding.
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